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Effect of hindered diffusion on the adsorption of proteins
in agarose gel using a pore model
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Abstract

The hindered diffusion and binding of proteins of different sizes (lysozyme, BSA and IgG) in an agarose gel is described using adsorption
kinetic and diffusional data together with an experimentally determined pore size distribution in the gel. The validity of the pore model,
including variable diffusion coefficients and porosities is tested against experimental confocal microscopy data. No fitting parameters were
used in the present model. The importance of knowing the gel structure is demonstrated especially for large proteins such as IgG. Experimental
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. Introduction

This work deals with a phenomenon usually called hin-
ered or restricted diffusion. In this process, the diffusing
olecules are hindered not only by other molecules but also
y physical hindrances created, for example, by a polymer
etwork. This forces the molecules to become buoyant around
bstacles, increasing the time required for the diffusive mass

ransfer. Hindered diffusion is important in many, completely
ifferent, kinds of systems, for example:

diffusion and reaction within an immobilized cell prepa-
ration[1],
diffusion and adsorption of proteins in chromatography
gels,
diffusion through polymer networks in controlled-release
pharmaceuticals[2,3].

t is the second of these systems that is discussed in detail in
his work.

Chromatography is the technique most widely used to pu-
ify proteins. To fully understand and to predict the perfor-

mance of the purification process detailed knowledge o
adsorption kinetics and the diffusive behavior is required
this work, an intrinsic model describing the diffusive proc
and the adsorption within the porous network of porous
beads is presented.

One of the most commonly used chromatography
port matrices is agarose gel in the form of beads. This is
to its great chemical stability, the hydrophilic environm
and the open structure, facilitating the transport of pro
molecules through the gel network. However, although i
large pores, there is still a decrease in diffusivity inside t
agarose beads compared to free diffusion in liquid, espe
for large molecules. Furthermore, the adsorption of the
tein molecules onto the gel polymer network decrease
space available for the remaining diffusing protein molecu
This effect becomes gradually more severe as the adso
process proceeds, and is accentuated when the diamete
protein molecule is close to the diameter of the pore. Th
fore, the pore size distribution of the gel beads is impo
in determining the diffusive characteristics of the protein
this work an experimentally obtained pore size distribu
was used. The structure of agarose has been thoroughly
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +46 46 2228287; fax: +46 46 2224526.
E-mail address:anders.axelsson@chemeng.lth.se (A. Axelsson).

tigated by Medin[4] who measured the pore size distribution
and found it to be bimodal. Loh and Wang[5] have studied
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pore size distributions using mercury intrusion experiments
and found similar results for other porous media. Chiang et
al. [6] compared different pore size distributions for enzyme
loading. Li et al.[7] calculated average pore diameters for
agarose and alginate gels, giving an average pore diameter
in good agreement with the data of Medin. Li et al.[7] also
studied how the degree of cross-linking affected diffusion.

Several others have used pore network models to describe
diffusion in heterogeneous media. McCoy and Liapis[8] de-
veloped a model describing the adsorption of adsorbate onto
ligands on porous and non-porous particles in column sys-
tems. They took into account the adsorption, and the adsorb-
ing molecules occupying pore area, but did not consider the
decrease in effective pore volume. Thus, their effective pore
radius does not decrease. However, their diffusion coefficient
decreases with the amount of molecules bound to the ligands.
In our model, the effective pore volume decreases due to the
binding of molecules to the ligands. The rate of diffusion thus
varies with time and position in the pores. Clark et al.[9] de-
scribed a decrease in pore radius when an enzyme is attached
to the pore surface. The use of connectivity models[10–15]
is often based on theoretical assumptions of the number and
frequency of connections between pores. Thus, the degree of
connectivity will be more or less a fitting parameter to adjust
the model to experiments. Zhang and Seaton[16] have de-
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mined pore size distribution in the gel. The aim is to study the
coupled effects of hindered diffusion and adsorption kinetics
in a porous gel, describing the gel with a pore model and a
given pore size distribution. The model is thus based on our
own and others experimental data and commonly adopted
knowledge using no fitting parameters to adjust the model
to experiments. The validity of the model is tested against
experimental confocal microscopy data.

2. Theory

2.1. Continuity equation for a protein in cylindrical pore
[18–21]

∂CA

∂t
= D
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+ rA (1)

There is no convection inside the pores in the bead. Diffusion
is only studied in thez-direction, i.e. in the direction along
the pore (Fig. 1c):

∂CA

∂t
= D

(
∂2CA

∂z2

)
+ rA (2)
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eloped a model describing the effective diffusion near
ercolation threshold. In the very open hydrogels emplo

n this work the interconnectivity is very high. Using a p
olation model Reyes and Jensen[17] demonstrate how th
onnectivity causes the accessible porosity to decrease
ffect is most pronounced at low porosities, below about
n the other hand, the simple pore models should be tr
ith caution when you are close to the percolation thresh
till, it is of great value to use simple models to eventu
atch the important physical characteristics of a process
hough this present model has a simple physical descri
Fig. 1) it includes a variable diffusion coefficient and a v
ble porosity, it considers a dynamic adsorption–desor
rocess and it describes the wall effect for the diffusing

ein molecules. In this way, it is possible to study and
erstand the effect of hindered diffusion on the adsorp
rocess in a fairly simple way.

In this paper, we describe the binding of proteins of dif
nt sizes in an agarose gel using realistic adsorption k
nd diffusional data together with an experimentally de

ig. 1. Simplification of the complex agarose network (a) to a capillary
istribution model (b) to a single pore model (c).
dsorption process, as described below. This equation is
ver only valid for a constant diffusion coefficient. The fi
odel presented in this paper considers a variable diffu

oefficient. This is discussed and presented in section 2.
nd an extended continuity equation is given asEq. (25). Each
ore requires two boundary conditions, one at the inlet

he other at the outlet.
At the inlet,z= 0:

∂CA

∂z
= −Kmass(CAin − CAboundary) (3)

ere,Kmassis the mass transfer coefficient,CAin is the con
entration outside the pore andCAboundary is the concentratio
t the entrance of the pore.

At the outlet,z= L:

∂CA

∂z
= 0 (4)

his boundary condition is used since all pores lead from
urface to the middle of the bead where it is reasonab
ssume that the flux is zero due to the symmetry of the b

.1.1. External mass transfer coefficient
The mass transfer coefficient,Kmass, describes the ma

ransfer rate through the external stagnant boundary
he mass transfer is very much dependent on the ty
ow outside the bead, which is described by the Reyn
umber,Re:

e = ρVsupdp

µ
(5)
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whereρ is the density of the liquid andVsup is the superficial
velocity of the bulk flow in a chromatography bed.dp is the
diameter of the bead andµ is the dynamic viscosity.

The Schmidt number,Sc, is the quotient between the vis-
cous diffusivity,µ/ρ (m2/s), and the mass diffusivity of the
fluid, D0 (m2/s).

Sc = µ

ρD0
(6)

The mass transfer properties are given by the Sherwood num-
ber,Sh, which is defined by:

Sh = Kmassdp

D0
(7)

for flow in a packed bed.

Sh = 2 + 1.45Re1/2Sc1/3 (8)

From Eq. (8) it is obvious that the minimum value ofSh is
2, which is obtained at no flow or creeping flow conditions.
Thus, the mass transfer coefficient,KS, can be derived from
Eq. (7):

Kmass= D0Sh

dp
(9)
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2.2.2. Variable pore diffusion coefficient
Various models are presented in the literature describing

how the pore diffusion coefficient,D, varies with the effective
radius of the pores,r, and the radius of the diffusing molecule,
R0.D is related to the diffusion coefficient in pure water,D0,
and is normally expressed as a function of the quotient,λ,
between the molecule radius and the pore radius (λ = R0/r)
[20,23].

D

D0
= 1 + 9

8λ ln λ− 1.54λ+ O(λ2) (12)

O(λ2) is the error, which is normally disregarded for higher
orders ofλ [20].

Another function describing the variation in the diffusion
is the Renkin equation[7,24,25]:

D

D0
= (1 − λ)2(1 − 2.104λ+ 2.09λ3 − 0.956λ5) (13)

The Ogston theory is also frequently cited. This describes the
ratio between the free solution diffusivity and the diffusion
through the inlet of a pore[25–31]:
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D
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.2. Diffusion

.2.1. Diffusion coefficient for proteins
The diffusivity of solutes in dilute solutions can be e

ated from the Stokes–Einstein equation[18,20,22]:

0 = RT

6πµR0AV
= kBT

6πµR0
(10)

his gives an estimate of the diffusion coefficient base
he Stokes radius,R0, and temperature,T. Using the Stoke
adius as an approximation of the molecular radius give
ollowing equation[22]:

0 =
(

3MW

4πρAV

)1/3

(11)

here MW is the molecular weight of the molecule andρ is
he density of the molecule. The radii and diffusion coe
ients of the three protein molecules studied: lysozyme,
nd IgG are presented inTable 1.

able 1
hysical data for lysozyme, BSA and IgG

rotein Molecular
weight, MW
(g/mol)

Stokes’ radius,
R0

a (nm)
Diffusivity,
D0

b (m2/s)

ysozyme 14800 1.8 1.2× 10−10

SA 66000 3.0 7.1× 10−11

gG 160000 4.0 5.3× 10−11

a Calculated fromEq. (11).
b Calculated fromEq. (10).
0

ere,ϕ is the polymer volume fraction. Since the Ogs
heory also takes into account the polymer fraction, th
ot a true pore diffusion coefficient, but instead an effec
iffusion coefficient.

Another frequently used theory is the Ferry–Faxén equa
ion [32,33]. This is often used in membrane technology,
escribes the retention of large molecules in cylindrical p

n membranes.

D

D0
= (1 − λ)2(1 − 0.104λ− 5.21λ2 + 4.19λ3

+ 4.18λ4 − 3.04λ5) (15)

he four models mentioned above are illustrated inFig. 2.
hey are of course only valid for molecules smaller than
ores. The model presented by Cussler is not valid whe
ize of the pore is only slightly larger than the molec
s can be seen inFig. 2. There is a discrepancy betwe

he theory of Ogston and the other theories. This is
o the fact that the Ogston theory considers the poly
ontent of the gel, thereby further reducing the diffus
oefficient.

Since all these models show the same behavior, onl
enkin model was used in our simulations. Since the e

ive pore radius decreases, due to molecules binding t
igands, the pore diffusion coefficient will also decrease
ime. This can be seen inFig. 3, which was obtained by sim
lation of the model using the base case parameters giv
able 2.
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Fig. 2. Diffusion coefficient as a function of pore–molecule ratio, 1/λ.

Fig. 3. Diffusion coefficient as a function of time and position in pore.
Lysozyme in a pore with radius 15 nm. Parameters given inTable 2were
used.

Table 2
Base case parameters used in the simulations

CAin (mol/m3) 7.14× 10−3

kads lysozyme (m3/(mol s)) 1.144
kads IgG (m3/(mol s)) 5.72

kdes lysozyme (s−1) 2.0× 10−3

kdes IgG (s−1) 1.0× 10−2

Kmass(m/s) 6.9× 10−6

L (m) 1× 10−4

qmax lysozyme (mol/(m3 sedimented gel)) 1
qmax IgG (mol/(m3 sedimented gel)) 0.0977

Rpore (m) 15× 10−9

T (K) 293
εbead 0.75
εbed 0.37
µ (Pa s) 1005× 10−6

Protein data according toTable 1.

2.3. Binding of molecules

2.3.1. Adsorption kinetics
The protein molecules can adsorb onto the ligands inside

the pore which, in the present case, is modeled with Langmuir
kinetics[34]:

−rA = ∂q

∂t
= kadsCA(qmax − q) − kdesq (16)

Here,kads is the adsorption rate coefficient,CA is the con-
centration in the pore liquid,qmax is the maximum adsorption
capacity, i.e. the number of binding sites,q is the fraction of
occupied binding sites, andkdesis the desorption rate coeffi-
cient. The kinetic rate parameters have been determined from
frontal chromatography experiments[35,36].

2.3.2. Change in pore radius
When molecules bind to the ligands, they will occupy

space in the pore, which makes it more difficult for other
molecules to diffuse through the pore.qdetermines how many
molecules are bound to the ligands. It is assumed that the pro-
tein molecules occupy a layer covering the inner surface of
the pore. This method has also been considered by Petropou-
los et al.[15]. It underestimates the hindrance, and is thereby
most appropriate for high ligand concentrations. This is nor-
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The annular volume,V, between two cylinders is give
y:

= hπ(R2
pore− r2) (17)

nd describes the total volume occupied by molecules
egment of the pore. Thus, the radius changes fromRpore to
. The same volume can also be expressed in terms o
olecules that are bound to the ligands within the volum

he segment.

=
(

4πR3
0

3

)
qhπR2

poreAV (18)

nsertingEq. (17)into Eq. (18)and rearranging gives:

=
(
R2

pore−
(

4πR3
0

3

)
qhπR2

poreAV

hπ

)0.5

(19)

q. (19)gives the actual pore radius when a certain num
f protein molecules have been adsorbed (q).

.3.3. Determination of qmax
The value ofqmax is normally obtained experimenta

s mol adsorbed protein/(m3 sedimented gel). This must
ransformed to mol/(m3 pore volume), since it is assumed t
he adsorbed protein covers the inner surface of the por

Through dimensional analysis it can be seen that:

mol

m3 pores
= mol

m3 sedimented gel

m3 sedimented gel

m3 beads

m3 beads

m3 pores
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This can also be expressed asEq. (20)using porosities:

qmax = qmax experimental
1

1 − εbed

1

εbead
(20)

εbedis the porosity of the packed bed considering the external
volume only, i.e. the volume between the beads, andεbeadis
the porosity inside the gel beads.q is based on the volume
of the total pore volume. However, the continuity equation is
based on the effective pore volume. Since this decreases as
molecules bind to the pore walls this has to be considered in
the continuity equation. Thus, another correction factor must
be introduced. Relating the effective pore volume to the total
pore volume gives:

εr = volume of effective pore volume

volume of total pore volume
= πhr2

πhR2
pore

(21)

The most realistic approach is to base the number of ligands
on the surface area and not on the total gel volume. It is thus
assumed that the ligands are evenly distributed over the whole
pore surface. Medin[4] has described the pore distribution in
a 4% agarose gel. Using his data, it is possible to calculate the
ratio between the pore wall surface area and the pore volume,
on average, for the whole gel. This ratio,κgel, was found to
be 0.026 nm−1. This is used to transformq from ligands/pore
volume to ligands/pore wall surface area. This means that
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Table 3
Number of molecule layers for different molecules and different pore radii
at equilibrium whenq is based on either volume or surface assumption

Protein Pore radius Limiting pore
filling radius (nm)

15 nm 115 nm

Volume Surface Volume Surface

Lysozyme 0.05 0.28 0.40 0.27 3
BSA 0.15 0.92 1.1 0.76 10
IgG 0.28 1.40 2.1 1.4 22

The limiting pore size where the pore is completely filled and thus blocked
is also given.

2.4. Extended continuity equation

With a variable diffusion coefficient and a variable poros-
ity the continuity equation is thus deduced to:

∂CA

∂t
= −CA

εr

∂εr

∂r

∂r

∂t
+ D

εr

∂CA

∂z

∂εr

∂z
+ ∂CA

∂z

∂D

∂z

+D
∂2CA

∂z2
+ rA

εr
(25)

It is derived from a differential mass balance with special con-
sideration to the variable diffusivities and porosities. When
the diffusion coefficient and porosity are constantEq. (25)is
shortened toEq. (2).

2.5. Pore size distribution

As can be seen inFig. 4, the pore size distribution in
agarose gel is bimodal. This can be described by two Gaus-
sian distributions summarized to:

f (r) =
2∑
i=1

1

σi
√

2π
e−(1/2)((r−µi)/σi)2 (26)

whereσi is the standard deviation andµi is the mean ra-
dius of the pores The two Guassian distributions describe
t
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here will be more ligands in the small pores, and fewe
he large pores. However, since the continuity equation
he pore volume, the value ofqmust be transformed back
igands/pore volume for each pore.

max(Rpore) = qmax experimental
1

1 − εbed

1

εbead

1

κgel

2

Rpore
(22)

.3.4. Derivation of the largest protein size not filling a
ore

Since there are a certain number of ligands in each
arger molecules fill a pore faster than smaller molecu
hus, if the molecule is large enough, radius =Rmax, the pore
ill be plugged completely at the entrance and all diffus

nto the pore will stop. This happens when the pore ra
as decreased to the same size as the molecular radiu
an be derived fromEq. (19)by replacingr with Rmax and
earrange:

π

3
R3

maxqmaxqmaxAdsAV + R2
max

R2
pore

− 1 = 0 (23)

maxAds is the normalized equilibriumq, i.e. the fraction o
max that will bind to ligands when in equilibrium with po
oncentration. The limiting pore sizes for lysozyme, BSA
gG are given inTable 3. qmaxAds is deduced fromEq. (16)
hen there is no net change inq.

maxAds= kadsCin

kadsCin + kdes
(24)
s

he microvoids and pores shown by Medin[4]. Medin used
canning electron microscopy together with image ana
o determine the pore size distribution.

Each distribution is then divided into different class
hen the pores are added together to describe a sph

ig. 4. Accumulative pore volume distribution for pores and microvoid
4% agarose gel.
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bead, they are scaled with this distribution, but also scaled by
the volume, since the volume is larger at the surface than in
the center of the beads. This means that there are more pores
at the surface, although the porosity and distribution is the
same in the whole bead. The scaling procedure is explained
in detail inSection 4.4.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Porous media

When studying diffusion in agarose gels it is very impor-
tant to know the distribution of the pores. Medin has studied
the pore size distribution in 2, 3 and 4% agarose gels[4].
Medin used scanning electron microscopy together with im-
age analysis to determine the pore size distribution.Fig. 4
shows the cumulative pore volume distribution according to
Medin’s data for a 4% agarose gel. The pores are divided into
two classes, pores and microvoids. The range of pore diam-
eters is from 10 to 100 nm, while the range for microvoids
is 100–600 nm. In the present work, only a 4% agarose gel
has been simulated. However, the model is general and can
easily be used to simulate any gel.
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differential equations (ODEs) in time, which are solved with
an implicit ODEsolver, in our case ode15s[37]. Base case
parameters and protein data used in the simulations are given
in Table 2andTable 1, respectively. Some of the data have
been varied in the parameter study to observe the effects of
specific parameters.

4. Results

As explained above (Sections 2.3.2–2.3.4) experimentally
obtained data for the bound protein must be converted to suit
the intrinsic pore model used, i.e. they must be based on
pore surface area rather than pore volume. To validate the as-
sumption of using pore surface area instead of pore volume,
the two cases are discussed in connection toTable 3where
the thickness of protein layers are given with the different as-
sumptions. Whenq is based on the pore volume the thickness
of the protein layer increases considerably as the pore size
increases.

In Table 3, it can be seen that different molecules fill dif-
ferent pores with layers of different thicknesses whenq is
based on volume. It is assumed that all the ligands are avail-
able for binding regardless of the size of the protein molecule.
Since the larger molecules occupy more space, they will form
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.2. Proteins

To simulate realistic molecules three different molec
ave been used: lysozyme, bovine serum albumin (BSA

mmunoglobuline G (IgG). These are well-known prote
nd often-used proteins, and it is thus easy to compare re
ome data regarding these molecules can be found inTable 1.
he effect of protein charge is not taken into account in
odel in order to elucidate the pure effects of adsorp

inetics and diffusion.

.3. Ligands

The protein molecules bind to different ligands. The
owing ligands were used in this study: for lysozyme
SA the ligand Cibacron Blue was used, and for IgG

igand protein A. However, in some of the comparative s
lations, the same adsorption kinetics, as for lysozyme
sed for all three model molecules, to elucidate and an

he effects of hindered diffusion. In such cases, the ligand
ssumed to be Cibacron Blue. Adsorption kinetic param
re summarized inTable 2.

.4. Numerical method

The model is described by a parabolic partial differen
quation (PDE),Eq. (25), with an associated adsorption
etic equation,Eq. (16). It is solved by the method of line
ased on finite difference approximations of the spac
ension, i.e. the pore length. This is discretized into
oints. The approximation results in a large set of ordi
.

hicker layers. When the pore radius increases, the volum
he pore increases, and thus also the number of ligands
olume density of ligands is constant, but the surface de
s different for small and large pores. When the volume o
ore increases the area of the pore also increases. Th
olume increases faster than the pore area as the radius
ore increases:

pore volume

pore area
= πr2L

π2rL
= r

2
(27)

hus, in a larger pore there will be more layers of molecu
owever, the ratio between the original pore radius and
vailable pore radius at equilibrium is constant, if only
ore radius is changed. Equilibrium is attained more rap

or a wide pore than for a small pore. This is due to a hig
iffusion coefficient in the wider pore. With faster diffusio

he concentration inside the pore will increase faster an
inding kinetics will also increase.

If q is based on surface area instead of volume, the t
ess of the protein layer will be almost constant as the
ize increases. The surface density of ligands is con
owever, the protein layer is slightly thicker for smaller p

adii for lysozyme and BSA. This is due to the curvatur
he pore. This is, however, not the case for IgG, where
ayer is slightly thinner in the small pores. This is becau
s impossible for IgG to reach the theoretical equilibrium
he small pores, as they are filled before equilibrium ca
eached, due to the high ligand and protein concentrati
he present case, seeTable 3. In the parameter study belowq
s based on the surface approximation.
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The following parameters were varied in the parameter
study.

• Molecule size: lysozyme, BSA and IgG were used.
• Pore radius: 15 and 115 nm were used to describe pores

and microvoids, respectively[4].
• Different pore size distributions.

The Renkin diffusion coefficient model has been used
throughout the study.

The output data from the simulation program is given in
3Dgraphs showing: diffusion coefficient, pore radius, amount
of protein adsorbed and concentration in the pore liquid as
a function of time and pore length. A typical 3Dgraph for
the diffusion coefficient is shown inFig. 3. As described in
Eqs. (10), (13) and (14)the diffusion coefficient is a function
of the molecule and pore radii. Thus, the graphs describing the
diffusion coefficient and the graphs describing the pore radius
are very similar in shape as a function of time. Although the
relationships are not linear with time, the shapes will be very
similar. There is also a relation between the bound protein and
the pore concentration given byEq. (16). However, this is also
influenced by the diffusion hindrance in the pore. Theq–CA
relation is determined by whether the binding is kinetically
or mass-transfer controlled.

Figs. 5–10show how the number of protein molecules
b , for
d for
c end
o
l and
f hown
f ned
a e of
t net-
i tein

F me
i time
b

Fig. 6. Normalizedq as a function of time and pore length for BSA in mi-
crovoids. Final time: 2.9 h. The curves are distributed evenly in time between
0 and 2.9 h.

molecules. The same type of gel was also assumed in all sim-
ulations. A lower agarose concentration would give larger
pores[4] and a higher agarose concentration or a cross-linked
gel would give smaller pores[7], which would change all the
pore size distributions. Although not discussed in this work,
it is important to bear in mind that the gel properties are im-
portant for the final result.

4.1. Diffusion and adsorption in microvoids

Fig. 5 describes the binding of lysozyme in large mi-
crovoids as a function of pore length. The diffusion is not
expected to be hindered to any significant degree. Further-
more, when equilibrium is attained there is only a thin
layer of molecules on the pore surface, decreasing the pore

F i-
c ween
0

ound to the ligands changes with time and porelength
ifferent molecules and different pore radii. As a basis
omparing the graphs, the time is used at which the
f the pore reaches 80% of the equilibrium value forq for

ysozyme. For the microvoids this is achieved after 2.9 h
or the pores after 34.7 h. The various parameters are s
or increasing times from start till the end time as defi
bove, distributed evenly in time. To study the influenc

he diffusive hindrance the same kind of adsorption ki
cs was used in all simulations comparing different pro

ig. 5. Normalizedq as a function of time and pore length for lysozy
n microvoids. Final time: 2.9 h. The curves are distributed evenly in
etween 0 and 2.9 h.
ig. 7. Normalizedq as a function of time and pore length for IgG in m
rovoids. Final time: 2.9 h. The curves are distributed evenly in time bet
and 2.9 h.
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Fig. 8. Normalizedq as a function of time and pore length for lysozyme in
pores. Final time: 34.7 h. The curves are distributed evenly in time between
0 and 34.7 h.

volume very little, as can be seen inTable 3. q increases
steadily until equilibrium is attained. These comparisons
were made when the end of the pore had reached 80% of
equilibrium for lysozyme. At the starting point no molecules
are bound to the ligands, thusq is zero in the whole pore.
This is represented by a line following thex-axis. The next
curve is, however, higher andq increases continuously with
time until equilibrium is attained. At the inlet (pore length =
0), q is above 70% of the equilibrium value because of the
high rate of diffusion inside the pore, for the second curve,
which is after approximately 8 min.

When using a larger molecule (BSA) the diffusion is
slower, although the pore radius does not hinder diffusion
much in the large microvoids. This leads to a slower devel-

F res.
F 0 and
3

opment of the profile. Thus, there will be a steeper gradient
for BSA (Fig. 6) compared to lysozyme (Fig. 5). For IgG
(Fig. 7) the diffusion is even slower than for BSA. This can
be seen at the end of the pore, whereqhas reached about 10%
of the equilibrium value. The different external mass transfer
coefficients at the inlet for different proteins affect the inlet
concentration.

4.2. Diffusion and adsorption in pores

Figs. 8–10show the relationships for longer times than
in Figs. 5–7. The end time was, however, still defined to be
when the lysozyme at the end of the pore had reached 80%
of the equilibrium value ofq. The longer time was required
because the pore was narrower, hindering diffusion consid-
erably. When comparing the adsorption of lysozyme in mi-
crovoids with that in pores (Figs. 5 and 8, respectively) the
similarity is obvious. However, there are some minor differ-
ences. The value ofq at the inlet is higher in the pores than
in the microvoids, and is more similar to a shrinking core
model. The fact that the pores are smaller from the beginning
can explain this, and when the molecules bind to the ligands,
the narrowing of the pores will obstruct the diffusion further.

In the pores, it is even more noticeable how the differences
in diffusion coefficient affect the binding. For BSA (Fig. 9),
a
o

w
p netics
w ue to
d e
p t
t s and
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ig. 9. Normalizedqas a function of time and pore length for BSA in po
inal time: 34.7 h. The curves are distributed evenly in time between
4.7 h.
rapid decrease inq can be seen. At the end of the pore,q is
nly a few percent of the equilibrium value.

For IgG (Fig. 10), the hindrance of diffusion by the narro
ores is even more evident. Since the same adsorption ki
as used to model all molecules these effects must be d
iffusion only. As can be seen, the value ofqat the end of th
ore is very close to zero. The value ofq is also rather small a

he entrance. The quotient between the molecule radiu
he pore radius is large and thus diffusion is slow. When m
olecules bind to the ligands they occupy more space i

ig. 10. Normalizedqas a function of time and pore length for IgG in po
inal time: 34.7 h. The curves are distributed evenly in time between
4.7 h.
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pore thereby decreasing the effective pore radius. Eventually,
the inlet of the pore will be plugged, preventing any further
diffusion. When the pore radius is 15 nm andqmax is used,
the smallest molecule radius that plugs the pore completely is
3.5 nm. This means that the pore will never attain theoretical
equilibrium for IgG since the ligand and protein concentration
is high enough to fill the pore, seeTable 3. Equilibrium will
be obtained for BSA and lysozyme, although this will take
a long time for BSA. This explains the low value of bound
protein at the inlet, since the pore fill up, and thereby denying
access for more protein molecules, and it will take a very long
time to fill up all the pore.

4.3. Diffusion and adsorption in different pore size
distributions

As has been shown, the diffusion changes considerably
with the ratio between molecule and pore radius and this in-
fluences the binding of the protein, especially for large protein
molecules and small pores. In a gel there is clearly a distri-
bution of pore sizes. Therefore, it will be more difficult to
predict the binding when dealing not only with a single pore
size (Sections 4.1 and 4.2), but also with a pore size distribu-
tion.Figs. 11 and 12show the distribution ofq for microvoids
and pores, whileFig. 13shows that for very narrow pores,
3 ing
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n 00 h,
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Fig. 12. Distribution ofq for different molecules in a normal distributed pore
distribution after 1000 h. Gaussian number distribution withµ= 27.5 nm and
σ = 11.25 nm.

same steady state will be reached eventually if there is no
complete plugging.

For the pores (Fig. 12), the curve describing the distri-
bution of IgG is clearly separated from those for lysozyme
and BSA. This is due to the smaller pores and the fact that
IgG is larger than the other two molecules.Figs. 11–13show
a normalized distribution based on the total amount of pro-
tein bound to the ligands. This does not mean, in the pore
case (Fig. 12), that more IgG is bound to the ligands, but
only that a higher fraction of the protein molecules is bound
in the larger pores. This is due to the diffusion restrictions
in the small pores. For BSA and lysozyme there is only a
difference for the smallest pores.

F ed
n
5

–8 nm. A curve showing the normal distribution regard
umber of pores is also shown inFigs. 11–13.

In the microvoids (Fig. 11), there is no effect of the diffe
nt molecules. All the protein curves are superimposed d

he very small influence of diffusion hindrance in these la
ores at equilibrium. However, this is only true when the
o time dependence. These data were simulated for 10
hich is an extremely long time, and should be sufficien
ttain steady state. Although the diffusion rate differs,

ig. 11. Distribution ofq for different molecules in a normal distribut
icrovoid distribution after 1000 h. All protein graphs overlap due to

arge pore size. Gaussian number distribution withµ = 162.5 nm andσ =
6.25 nm.
ig. 13. Distribution ofq for different molecules in a normal distribut
anopore distribution after 1000 h. Gaussian number distribution withµ =
.5 nm andσ = 1.25 nm.
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Fig. 14. Intensity profiles of IgG from measurements with confocal mi-
croscopy in agarose gel beads. The slight difference in intensity between the
center and the surface at final time is due to attenuation although it is mini-
mized using a low fluorophore concentration. (Experimental data is provided
by Anders Ljungl̈of, Amersham Bioscience, Uppsala.)

4.4. Comparison between simulated data and
experimental data from confocal microscopy

It is very difficult to measure the concentration profiles
inside gel beads. This can, however, be done by confocal
microscopy.Fig. 14shows the intensity profiles at different
times from measurements with confocal microscopy. Origi-
nal data were kindly supplied by Anders Ljunglöf, Amersham
Biosciences, Uppsala[38]. These data were not filtered or
normalized, or recalculated to a concentration from intensity.
However, since the measurements were performed on differ-
ent beads, a slight correction for bead size was applied. For
comparison, the pore size distribution for cylindrical equally
long pores has been converted into spherical geometry by
simply scaling by volume. That means that the number of
pores decreases towards the center of the bead still having the
same size distribution. This results in the simulated concen-
tration profile shown inFig. 15, which agrees fairly well with
the experimental profile shown inFig. 14, although there is a
slight difference in the gels used. Ljunglöf [38] uses a cross-
linked gel, while the simulated data are based on Medin’s
data[4]. To make a more detailed comparison the concentra-
tion profiles shown inFigs. 14 and 15have been integrated
to give the total amount of adsorbed protein as a function of
time shown inFig. 16. The difficulty in defining the outer
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Fig. 15. Simulated data for the fractional approach ofq to equilibrium with
gel data from Medin[4]. Pores radius vary in size from 10 to 30 nm, and
microvoids vary from 50 to 200 nm in radius.

model utilizes no fitting parameters and only our own and
other’s independent experimental data as input to the simu-
lation model, there is a surprisingly good resemblance be-
tween model and experiments. The present simulation shows
that confocal adsorption data and simulation models could
be used to understand the competing rate processes going on
in a chromatographic protein adsorption in a gel. The exper-
imental confocal technique could be refined to increase the
resolution even more and to minimize the effects of inten-
sity attenuation especially in the center of the beads. New
techniques to determine the pore size distribution in gels in a
simple way would be of great value. The simulation models
could be improved by using connectivity models although
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urface of the bead in the confocal measurements an
uctuating intensity of course makes it difficult to mak
horough comparison. Furthermore, an attenuation effe
he center of the bead at final time underestimates the
mount adsorbed protein slightly. Anyhow, the experim

al data shown inFig. 14has a slightly more shrinking-co
ehavior than the simulated data, which is more diffusiv
ppearance. One explanation to this could be that alth

he same agarose concentration was used in the confoc
ore-size distribution measurements the confocal data
btained for a cross-linked commercial gel eventually c

ng a slightly tighter pore network thereby resulting in a m
hrinking-core behavior. Still, remembering that the sim
ig. 16. Comparison between experimental confocal microscopy da
imulated data. An integral value of normalizedq for a bead as a function
ime. The more shrinking-core behavior for the experimental data inFig. 14
s compared to simulation data inFig. 15is seen in this figure as a sligh

aster adsorption for the experimental data.
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they would loose in simplicity and would require unknown
parameters as fitting parameters. Still, new insights would be
gained.

5. Conclusions

In this work, a simulation program has been developed to
simulate hindered diffusion of proteins in agarose gels. The
model takes into account: (1) different hindered diffusion
models, (2) binding kinetics (although the same adsorption
kinetics was used in this work to illustrate the effects of dif-
fusion), (3) pore size distributions, (4) external mass transfer
outside the agarose beads, and (5) a shrinking effective pore
radius due to molecule-to-ligand binding.

The results are presented as 3D and 2D plots giving in-
formation on either the fraction of bound molecules,q, the
effective diffusion coefficient,De, the effective pore radius,r,
or the concentration in the pore. Dynamic simulations give the
time dependence. The different hindered diffusion models do
not differ much within the interesting range. It has been shown
how the diffusion is affected by different pore sizes, pore size
distributions and also different molecular sizes. Another no-
ticeable effect is the much steeper concentration gradients for
the smaller pores compared to the microvoids. These kinds of
s ribu-
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t cule.
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A
C
d
D
D
D
f
h
k
k
k
K
L
M

q amount of bound ligands (mol/(m3 pore))
qmax total amount of ligands (mol/(m3 pore))
qmax experimental

total amount of ligands (mol/(m3 sedimented gel))
qmaxAds value ofq at which equilibrium is reached
r effective pore radius (m)
rA rate of adsorption/desorption (mol/(m3 pore s))
R universal gas constant (J/(K mol))
R0 molecular radius (m)
Re Reynolds number (–)
Rmax limiting value ofR0 plugging the pore (m)
Rpore pore radius (m)
Sc Schmidt number (–)
Sh Sherwood number (–)
t time (s)
T temperature (K)
Vsup superficial bulk velocity (m/s)
z length coordinate of pore (m)

Greek letters
ε porosity
εbead porosity of the bead
εbed porosity of the bed
εr shrinking pore coefficient (actual pore volume/total

pore volume) (–)
κ /pore

λ (–)
µ

µ

ρ

σ

A

ac-
k
s d for
s

R

02)

.

psala

90)

96)

08.
[

imulations can be used to find an optimum pore size dist
ion for the separation of different proteins. In this work, o
hree protein molecules were considered, but the mode
ake into account any pore size distribution and any mole
he present simulation shows that confocal adsorption
nd simulation models can be used to understand the
eting processes going on in a chromatographic bead d
dsorption.

So far, this model only considers diffusion and adsorp
f one protein at the time. Thus, there is no competitive
orption. An extended model is being developed to inc
lso multi component adsorption.

. Nomenclature

V Avogadro’s number (mol−1)
A concentration in the pore (mol/m3)
p bead diameter (m)

diffusion coefficient (m2/s)
0 diffusion coefficient in dilute solution (m2/s)
e effective diffusion coefficient (m2/s)

pore size distribution function
length of a segment in the pore (m)

ads adsorption rate coefficient (m3/(mol s))
B Boltzmann’s constant (J/K)
des desorption rate coefficient (s−1)
mass external mass transfer coefficient (m/s)

length of pore (m)
W molecular weight (g/mol)
gel specific surface area; the pore wall surface area
volume (m−1)
ratio between molecule radius and pore radius
dynamic viscosity (Pa s)

i mean pore radius of distributioni (m)
density of molecule (kg/m3)

i standard deviation (m)
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